
Wayne Mann's Caliber 90 on Final.
Helicopter Photos by Jay Smith.

RC Helicopter

Well, it’s done! the 2008 Helicopter Nats is complete. Great weather, great
flying, and great camaraderie: it doesn’t get any better than this. For July, we really
were spared the awesome, sweltering heat that we often experience in the Midwest. The
temperatures hovered in the high 80s, but it was the humidity that really bent the pilots
and judges over. When we weren’t flying, we were hiding under the canopies and
dowsing ourselves with fresh water proved by the AMA groundskeeping service. Those
guys are lifesavers, literally.

Here is a brief recap of how we finished:

• Class I was won by Baron Johnson, with George Matthews second.
• Class II saw Matt Reuben from Great Britain place first, followed by John Horton in

second.
• Class III ended with Erich Freyman in first and Ben Minor in second.
• FAI F3C has multitime winner Curtis Youngblood back in first place, with Scott Gray

from Canada very close behind.
• The Scale class had Len Mount, all the way from Great Britain, three-peating as class

winner, with Bob Harris finishing second.

For any more details check the score sheets.
The 2009 F3C World Championship Team will be Curtis Youngblood, Wayne Mann, and Dwight Shilling, with Cliff Hiatt as

reserve. This should make for a great contest in August 2009. 
Two machines were popular on the aerobatics flightline: Kyosho’s Caliber 90 and the JR Vibe. Third in line was the Hirobo Eagle

and finally there were a few samples of Miniature’s machines. 
Only two pilots in Aerobatics went with electric power systems—they both placed first in their class, by the way, but that’s

because those pilots have the skills. The sense they had for converting to electric seemed to stem from engine history—they just

Ron Morgan (R) thanks CD Craig Bradley
for a job well done and making it look so
easy!
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weren’t feeling the love
from the internal
combustion engine is how
it seemed. One thing is
nice though, electric
models don’t dump
exhaust oil all over the
flight pad.

As mentioned
before, Curtis Youngblood
flew his modified Vibe 90
machines (mechanics
tweaked by both Dave and
Curtis) with NeuMotors

and a 10S Li-
Poly power
system. Curtis
seemed rushed
to fly his
sequences,
which is likely
because of the
limited power
stores electric
90-size models
have at this
time. 

The Youngblood family has had a history of innovation and
setting trends. If Curtis is flying electric, maybe we should
consider the option …

Out of the 25 pilots in helicopter (Scale included) about 80%
of them were flying on Digital Spread Spectrum. For the record,
no frequency issues were reported. 

For those of you who are thinking of coming to the Nats to fly
Precision helicopter next year, plan on taking home some wood.
There’s room in the lower AMA classes to get your foot in the
door, and if you really want to be a good 3-D pilot, Precision has
a lot to offer every pilot in the form of skill enhancement. When
it comes to sportsmanship and fun, these guys know how to do it! 

That’s about all we have except thanking the people that
helped put this together: Peter Wales who ran the Scale portion of
the event; Tom Johnson, the best flightline director any CD/ED
could ask for; our F3C judges Dave Sellars, Kevin Cordell, and
Paul Giles; and last but not least, the staff at AMA. Thanks for
everyone’s help. 

With that, we’re outa here. See ya next year.
—Craig Bradley and Michael Ramsey

To everyone reading this portion of the NatsNews, thank you
to for looking in on us. It’s been a pleasure to cowrite these notes
with Craig. his devotion to the sport of RC Helicopters is a
fantastic tribute to aeromodeling. Thank you Craig for running
the Helicopter Nats for all these years and making it look easy.

—Michael Ramsey

Scale Helicopter challengers.

CD Craig Bradley awards (L-R) Baron Johnson, Class I; Matt Reuben, Class II; Erich Freyman, Class III; and Curtis Youngblood, FAI F3C. 

This year’s Scale winners.

The 2009 FAI F3C Team.



CL Navy Carrier

Class I and Class II CL Navy Carrier
events were flown on Thursday in
weather nearly as good as Wednesday.
Class I and II models are scale
representations of full-scale Navy carrier
aircraft. They are differentiated by engine
size with Class I for engines up to .40 and
Class II up to .65.  

The day started nearly calm and the

winds stayed a little too low for optimum
flight times for the first two hours. Initial
flights were good, but left room for
improvement as contestants waited for the
improving conditions that were forecast.
By 10 a.m. the wind had picked up
enough that contestants started to take
their second flights.

Burt Brokaw, flying in his first Nats,
started in second place after the first flight
in Class I. He improved his score by
nearly 20 points on his second official
flight, which was sufficient to pass Pete
Mazur. Pete’s second flight ended early,
ensuring Burt’s first place victory.

In Class II, it was Burt starting in first
place when Pete touched the ground the
lap before landing. Their second flights
reversed the action with Burt touching
during low speed while Pete completed a
full flight to move into first place.

With first place finishes in two of three
events, Pete received his fifteenth Eugene
Ely Award as the top Navy Carrier flier at
the Nationals.

Following the competition, the
contestants, officials, spectators, and their
families gathered for the annual Navy
Carrier Society banquet and awards
presentation. Ted Kraver, the Carrier
Event Director, presented the event
awards. In addition to the Eugene Ely
Award, the Navy Carrier Society
recognizes the outstanding performance
by a first-time Nationals Navy Carrier
contestant. Burt Brokaw earned the
Rookie of the Year Award.

The NCS also honors a volunteer each
year with the Carol Johnson Spirit of
Volunteerism Award. This year the award
went to Larry Maltman from Winnipeg,
Canada, who served as our pull-test
official this year. Larry was always

looking for ways to assist the contestants,
and really helped make our flying
experience enjoyable.

Other volunteers who helped this year
included Paul Kegel, Mike Shull, Bob
Frogner, and Linda Gleason. In addition
to her outstanding service as CL Category
Director, Brenda Schuette, hand-crafted a
new set of arresting cable bags for our
carrier deck. 

Friday at the Navy Carrier deck was
reserved for the unofficial events. The
Navy Carrier Society sponsors Sportsman
Profile Carrier as an entry-level event. Sig
Manufacturing Company sponsors a
Carrier event for its Skyray 35 model.
The North Coast Aeromodelers of
Cleveland sponsor the .15 Profile event
for small, .15-powered models, and I
sponsor the Nostalgia Navy Carrier events
which are flown under the pre-1976 rules.  

This year electric models were
included for the first time in three events
of their own patterned after the AMA
Profile, Class I, and Class II events. The
electrics also flew against the glow-
powered models in the .15 and Skyray
events.

Since today’s events were not official
AMA events, the results won’t appear in
the event tables in the NatsNews, so I’ll
summarize the winners here. The full
results will be available in the High-Low-
Landing newsletter published by the
NCS. If you’d like to join and receive the
newsletter, you can contact me at
tailhooker@comcast.net. 

The Skyray event was won with a
traditional glow-powered model. The
electric models placed second and fourth.
It was a close contest with only 7 points
separating first and third place.

Art Johnson’s Class II Grumman Guardian on landing
approach. Guardians were once the majority design flown
in Navy Carrier.

Gary Hull’s AD Skyraider was another of the
models breaking from the MO-1 norm. 

Electrics were a part of Nats competition for
the first time this year. This electric Skyray
was entered in both the Skyray and electric
Profile events by Bill Calkins.



Right: Paul Kegel’s
Grumman Guardian helped
him win the Roland Baltes
Award as the best example
of the models and flying
style from early Navy
Carrier flying.

Above: Melvin Schuette’s F8F Bearcat has just
engaged the arresting line for a perfect
landing in the Nostalgia Profile Carrier event.

The little .15 Carrier models competed
in an Expert category, won by Bob
Frogner, flying an electric model, but the
glow-powered models in second and third
were within 6 points, so it, too, was a very
close race, not decided until literally the
last flight.  Matthew Wallick won the
Sportsman .15 event.

Nostalgia Carrier had more contestants
than at any prior Nationals. Burt Brokaw
took top honors in Class I and Class II
with high speeds that topped all the other
competitors and equally good low speeds.
The Profile event was won by Paul Kegel
flying an early Bill Melton design

Grumman Guardian. Each year the
contestants and officials select the
contestant and model that best reflect the
purpose of the event to preserve the
model designs and flying styles that
formed the beginnings of the event during
its first two decades. This year’s recipient
of the Roland Baltes Award was Paul
Kegel.

The electric events were flown
primarily as demonstration events trying
out the electric Navy Carrier rules that
were written last year. The ease of
operation and reliability of the electrics
was apparent, though the performance in

these developmental stages is less that can
be obtained with glow-powered models,
except in those events which have limits
on high speed. There was a lot of interest
in the electric-powered models by both
contestants and spectators.

This year the unofficial events turned
out to be one of the busiest days for Navy
Carrier at the Nats. There were more than
50 flights, virtually non-stop from early
morning to the middle of the afternoon.

Thanks to all of you for assisting with
our Navy Carrier events this year!

— Richard L. Perry

Pete Mazur’s Class II MO-1 on its way to one of two first-
place finishes for Pete, assuring his position as the
outstanding Navy Carrier competitor this year.
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Left: MO-1 models dominate the
Scale Carrier classes. Burt
Brokaw puts his MO-1 through its
paces.

Above: This lineup of the small
.15 Carrier models shows the two
styles of models flown: models
representing a full-scale aircraft
such as Art Johnson’s  Dauntless
in the front, and nonscale models
such as the second and third
models—similar designs with
glow and electric power.



CL Combat

Today is Friday and the last day of the Nats. Ron Columbo
drove in from Detroit and Mike Evans came in from Cincinnati
to just fly this one event, which is Fast Combat. Best match of
the day was between Phil Cartier and Tim Soukup. Everyone
had a great time and we were all done by 2 p.m. so everybody
could get a early start home. 

Besides the competition meeting, greeting old and new
friends is the main reason we go to the Nats. I look forward to
my yearly discussions with Larry Scarinzi and meeting new
people such as Mike and Pat Gibson.

I would like to thank Walt Siedlecki and Bert Allaire for
helping me judge the matches today. And a big thank you to
Brenda Schuette, the Nats CL Manager, for her outstanding job. 

So in closing, start thinking about next year’s Nats! I
will see you there.

—Wayne Mc Daniel

Winners (L-R): Ron Columbo, second place; Phil Cartier, first place; and
Mike Evans, third place.

Above: Phil
Cartier getting
ready for the
first round.

Larry Scarinzi (L), Steve Wilk, and daughter Ashley Wilk watching the
final rounds.

Left: Ron
Columbo and
Mike Evans
ready to start a
match.

Below: Larry
Scarinzi (L)
and Dr. Sandy
Frank.

Dan Reedy’s
airplane.
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CL Racing

The 2008 CL Racing Nats
wrapped up with today’s competition
in Mouse Racing and B Team
Racing. These two events are both
unlimited-fuel events where
competitors can use whatever fuel
mix that they choose.

B Team Racing 
There were only three entries, so

just a 140-lap final was flown.
Normally there would be a 35- and
70-lap preliminary.
Russ Green turned a
7:26 with David Betz
second and Glen
VanSant third.

Mouse I
No real

innovations came out
this year in Mouse I;
standard Cox engines
were used by all.

Four open fliers
and two
Junior/Seniors wound
down the racing

week. Ashley Wilk was about three
minutes quicker than James VanSant
to take first in Jr/Sr with 7:48.
Open Class also ran a 100-lap final.
Bill Lee collected yet another first
with 5:02 followed by Les Akre at
5:18 and Russ Green with 5:39.

Bill Lee was the High Point
winner this year. The new format this
year was pretty well received and
will be fine-tuned for 2009.

—Tim Stone

The Mouse I pit area.

Ashley Wilk, Dave Fisher, and
Russ Green.

Russ Green’s B TR.

Above: Ashley Wilk and James VanSant.Streaker Mouse I.



The 2008 CLPA AMA Nats is now firmly imbedded in our
memory banks and the pleasure of the PAMPA Banquet is the
only goal to achieve before hugs and handshakes are exchanged. 

Orestes Hernandez claimed 1.25 points more over a three-
flight program to outscore Brett Buck for Orestes’ second
National Championship and second Walker Cup.

Former Champion Brett Buck had secured what seemed a
comfortable edge over Orestes in the Open competition until the
Miami-based flier’s last score was posted.  Orestes achieved a
two-flight total of 1138.50 to Brett Buck’s 1137.25. 

Third went to Derek Barry with his 1124.50, Bill Rich was
fourth with an 1106.00. Windy Urtnowski placed fifth with an
1104.50 and Howard Rush finished with a 1090.5 to take sixth.

There was a tie in the top twenty, and for the first time, six
flyers vied for the Open win on the last day of the Nats.

Junior flyers and brothers, Ryan and Reed
Young put in a flight and two passes for Ryan to
outscore his younger brother Reed. Ryan was flying a
Buccaneer 746 and Reed had a venerable Sig
Banshee. 

Senior pilot Patrick Gibson came with his dad
from Abilene, Texas, to compete in Senior. He used a
Sterling Ringmaster and scored a nice 668.67 two-
round number. The Walker Cup Fly-Off consisted of
Ryan Reed, Patrick Gibson, and Orestes Hernandez.

As has been the tradition since its inception, all
Walker Cup fliers give up any appearance points for
the Fly-Off. Senior pilot Pat Gibson gave us three
flights and the best two totaled to 718.25. Ryan
Young placed reputable score in his two flights and
allowed those to stand for his 1026.25 total. Orestes
Hernandez took all of his attempts and his two best
scores added to 1083.50. This number put him in the
position of winner the Walker Cup two years in a
row. 

Orestes now joins Paul Walker and David
Fitzgerald as our three F2B FAI Team members who

CL Aerobatics

Reed Young, mother Nancy Young, and Gene Martine watch Ryan Young during
one of his official flights in Junior.

Brett Buck, second in Open Stunt, places his Infiniti
into the groove. Brett flies very well and is a
previous Nats Champion.
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Here is the model line-up for the Open fliers on July
18. All are gorgeous, praiseworthy stunters.Reed
Young, mother Nancy Young, and Gene Martine
watch Ryan Young during one of his official flights in
Junior.



The top winners of this past week are shown top row first (L-R): Brett Buck, second; Derek Barry, third; Bill Rich, fourth; and Windy
Urtnowski, fifth. Front row, (L-R): Ryan Young, Junior winner; Orestes Hernandez, first; Germanico Becerril, Advanced winner; and Patrick
Gibson, Senior winner. Howard Rush’s model is center stage.

Patrick Gibson (R) and his father discuss strategy in preparation
for their flights on Friday morning.

will travel to France to compete in the FAI Control Line World
Championships within a week. We should be proud and they are
fine individuals and excellent fliers. They will represent us well in
the World Champs.

—Allen Brickhaus

Orestes Hernandez wins the Open Division of the AMA CLPA Nats
on Friday morning, July 18. He also captured the Walker Cup and is
holding his Legacy/Yatsenko Shark.



CL Precision Aerobatics

Helicopter
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Navy Carrier I - correction CL Combat



Hi Racers! This is the last Nats Pylon
newsletter. 

By now, most of the Pylon pilots have left
for home. It has been a great week and lots of
fun for all. The new Indiana Daylight Savings
time change kicked our rear ends by
providing us with another hour of daylight.
We stayed out at the field a little too late,
which meant loss of sleep, but we survived.

Hats off to Gary Freeman Jr. for an
extremely well-run Nats and thanks to all the
workers. Fred Bergdorf won Q-40 again this
year and also won best over-all pilot. Randy
Bridge received the fast time trophy. 

It was a repeat of last year when Gino won
Q-500 and Fred won Q-40. There was plenty
of close racing this year and some fastest
airplanes ever. 

It made us all a little sad to see it all come
to and end, even though everyone was
exhausted. We were thinking how things
might have been different if only we had not
cut or had that midair. 

Now the golf carts
are put away and all the
beautiful aircraft were
gone. The field is once
again silent and turned back
over to the fireflies
sparkling in the evening
sunset ... See you again
next year!

—Mike Del Ponte

RC Pylon
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